
LAUGHING AT ALL

Life is absurd,There's no flat road.
No matter what happens there's no insurance.
Happiness will be drowned out,It's feel like the fart.
Will come the time to say goodbye to the world.

(chorus)
Don't be a serious.
I always cynical.
Life is a big joke.
Therefore laughing at all.

I wanna go back in time,Get the piece of mind.
I wanna smiling on my final day.
Cheap temptation and weak sensation.
But them making my big impression.

(Repeat Chorus)

BLOW UP THE SHELL

I am the pebble.
Nobody don't care.
It's so carefree.
I am free.

I ain't be bound.
I can say jokes.
Matter of course.
I am free.

(Chorus)
Blow up the shell.
No one is blame.
All things grow up.
Now is the time to blow up.
Blow up the shell...

I am the pebble.
I ain't bound.
It's never weird.
I am free.

(Repeat Chorus)

FROM ORDINARY USER

It was unusable after updating.
All Though not update anymore!
Don't get me unnecessary.
Please keeping on quietly.

To all motivated engineer.
From ordinary user.

(Repeat whole songs)

The renewal again.
And you get the gain.
It's annoying to me!
Please use your brain!

To all motivated engineer.
From ordinary user.

THE WAY TO WITHSTAND

I'm Incredible! Now you don't here.
But maybe this is your answer.
Therefore I'm accept everything.
And I find my own answer.

(Chorus)
I'm trying to step on the Tiger's tail.
And I'm trying to snake bite.
Don't to be sad,because I'm so fine.
I got the way to withstand.

Fly away,fly away,you going so far away.
And you heartache slowly slipping away.
Everyday,Everynight,I keep on struggling.
And finally my will be sparkling.

(Repeat Chorus)

WHY?

Why do you always cranky?
Why do you always angry?
Why do you always servile?
Why do you always asshole? Why?
Why do you making limit?
Why do you talking bullshit?
Why do you hate the world?
Why do you to be stupid? Why?

You're preaching.
But I ain't hearing.
It's so boring.
You're nothing!

KNOW-IT-ALL

I don't talk to you anymore.
You have no sense of humor.
You're confused by the information.
And you repeats the masturbation.

You're know-it-all,Oh you're asshole!
You're know-it-all,Oh you're asshole!

You ain't owner,you're just performer.
You got no sense of humor.
You're confused by the information.
And you repeats the masturbation.

You're know-it-all,Oh you're asshole!
You're know-it-all,Oh you're asshole!

ROBBY AT LOBBY

*Robby at lobby,same old story.
 Robby at lobby,from big city.
 Robby at lobby,same old story.
 Robby at lobby,he's so fuuny.

It's no joke,I like silly walk.
I don't need respect.

*Repeat

It's just fake,the future is black.
Don't forget suspict.

*Repeat

1949(The Sacred time of mine)

1949,The sacred time of mine.
1949,The sacred time of mine.

You're sly without all pain.
Now I'm cry in the stormy rain.

I'm so angry,I'm using you.
I'm so empty,I'm losing you.

1949,The sacred time of mine.
1949,The sacred time of mine.
1949,The sacred time of mine.
1949,The sacred time of mine.

You're fly!

SIMILAR DAY

I'm living similar day.
Nothing ever changes always.
But now is without you.
My heart is blue.

Your souvenir is deep in my mind.
It's healing me by my side.
My life goes on and on.
'Til I loss all emotion.

PRESENT TIME

Now I'm Struggling in present time.
Now I'm Struggling in present time.

I will dedicate my all memories.

So hard to say goodbye.
I can not to be wise.
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